Meditation program for schools
Within the stillness, we find balance, we find peace.

Rebecca Ernest

Rebecca is the proud founder, creator and facilitator behind Little Dream Catchers.
She is a trained Mindfulness and Meditation Teacher, gaining her skills through Mindfulness In Australia
and the Australian Centre for Holistic Studies.
In 2017 she created and self published her children's Gratitude Journal, with the strong desire and
intention to help kids build a positive mindset and forge a strong sense of self. With growing numbers in
childhood anxiety and depression, well being for kids is something Rebecca is very passionate about.
Rebecca currently runs Little Soul Circles, which is a term long program for kids, offering a space to help
them awaken to their true self. It’s a space where she can lovingly encourage kids to use their voice, a
space where kids are valued, seen and heard.
Rebecca's unique approach to teaching mindfulness and meditation to kids, empowers them with the
skills to find quiet and stillness amongst the noise and distraction of life. This is such a beautiful gift to
share, and a truly powerful tool that can help kids navigate life with clarity and ease.
Along with raising her own three kids aged 6, 8 and 10, Rebecca also runs a women's meditation circle
that connects, honours and nurtures the beautiful women within our community.
Her dream? To gently unfold the wings of little souls, so they may soar wild, and free.

Meditation program

Add a subheading
Learning intention
Students will know the powerful benefits that mindfulness, breathing techniques and
meditation can have in their daily lives to bring calm, clarity and focus.
Using varied techniques, students will know how to use their breath to calm big emotions.
They will be able to identify and use gentle, mindful movements that assist the body to
open, re-balance energy and encourage stillness in preparation for meditation.
Students will be able to identify emotions and understand how they affect us physically and
mentally.
Participating in meditations will give students experiential learning, empowering and
enabling them to be able to confidently continue the practice on their own.

What we do

Session content
Each session begins with mindful breath work which engages the rest and relaxation response
in the body and encourages students to be fully present and mindful with the exercise.
This is followed by gentle movement sequences in preparation for meditation.
A gentle, guided, age appropriate meditation follows, with mats, cushions, blankets and eye
pillows offered to assist students to enter in to a state of calm and relaxation.
Following the meditation, students are invited to write or draw to creatively express their
emotions and meditation experience, opening up a space for sharing and conversations.

What we offer

Meditation space
We prepare and create a beautiful space that is welcoming, calming and soothing to the
senses, using essential oils, ambient music, minimal lighting and a nature centrepiece.
A room that is large enough for students to lie down is preferable, however sessions can
also be modified to be held within the classroom.

What we provide
Everything! We provide mats, cushions, blankets and eye pillows for each student.
We also provide journaling supplies.

Groups
Meditation sessions can be held for individual classes, or for intimate individually selected
student groups.
Sessions can also be offered to students as an alternate lunch time activity to take some
time out, relax and calm busy minds.

Benefits of meditation

Benefits of meditation for kids
When we find ourselves becoming stressed and anxious (adults and children) we slip in to
fight or flight mode, and unfortunately many kids are in this state far too often – tight
muscles, sore tummies, poor sleep, over thinking, irrational fears, social anxiety, headaches,
poor diet choices, destructive behaviour, heightened emotions.
Here's why meditation is such a powerful and simple tool to help kids; it stills the body,
calms the mind and can naturally switch on our rest and relaxation response, shifting the
brain out of fight or flight mode.
Many recent studies show that a consistent practice of meditation in youth increases focus,
energy, mental clarity, emotional resilience, self confidence and positive behaviour.
It also reduces stress, anxiety, feeling overwhelmed, fatigue and mood swings, which makes
meditation a wonderful well being tool for kids and a beautiful gift we can share with them
to help them navigate life with a little more clarity and ease.

Pricing and contact

Pricing and session time
Our meditation sessions run for 30 minutes.
We offer a comprehensive 8 week term program
Sessions are $80 each.
If three or more sessions are booked on the same day, sessions are reduced to $70 each.

Contact
For further information or to place a booking, please email us at;
info@littledreamcatchers.com.au
Alternatively you can contact Rebecca 0417140112.
We are based in St Andrews 3761, Victoria, please enquire to see if we are able to visit your
school.

